
As Easy as 1-2-3

INSTRUCTIONS
Thank you for purchasing Wedding Hands   .  Gather all the items listed below and follow the 1-2-3 step process to ensure a beautiful and long
lasting keepsake.  Please read the instructions thoroughly and make sure you have a clear understanding of each step before beginning.  Each kit
includes enough molding powder and casting plaster to do one casting.  Determine the look that you want to achieve before beginning.

Helpful suggestions for the best results:
1. Only an adult should be mixing the powders.  Children have difficulty mixing thoroughly.
2. If possible have someone assist in the process that can help with reading the instructions and mixing the powder, so the person(s) making
 the statue can concentrate on making the mold.  Read the instructions out loud so the other person(s) will understand the process.
3. If you touch the side or bottom you should still continue and pour the plaster.  You can smooth out any imperfections with sand paper.
4. We suggest removing rings with large stones before beginning, because they usually don't turn out.
5. Long finger nails do not turn out.  You will need to give your statue a manicure.
6. It's difficult to remove the molding material from clothing.  So don't wear your nice clothing.
7. The set time of the molding material will vary with the water temperature.  The colder the water the longer it will take for the mold to set.
 The warmer the water the faster it will set.  Room temperature works well (73.4 degree Fahrenheit/23 degrees Celsius is an optimum
 temperature).  At this temperature you have about 2 1/2 minutes. 1 minute for mixing and 1 1/2 minutes for setting time.

Step 1-(Molding Powder)
a. Lay a newspaper on the kitchen table or counter top to work on.  Measure exactly 6 cups (1500 ml)
 of cool to cold water (73 degrees) and pour it into the molding container.  Do not use warm water, the
 mold will set to quickly.  Before adding the molding powder into the container of water, practice
 inserting your hands into the container of water for two to three minutes.  This will allow you to
 become comfortable with the water temperature and determine the position of your hands.  This will
 ensure that you get a beautiful statue (See Figure 1).
b. Make sure you are in a comfortable position.  We recommend someone hold the container at arms level
 or placing the container on a chair.  Make sure you've covered the chair with newspaper or plastic.
 Knead the bag of molding powder to break apart any large lumps that have formed.  Empty the bag of
 molding powder into the molding container while mixing.
c. Mix quickly and thoroughly for 1 minute.  We recommend a churning motion straight up and down.  It
 is o.k. if some molding powder spills out  while you are mixing.  After mixing for 1 minute insert your
 hands into the container.  This is because the mold begins to thicken and starts to set.  Make sure the
 hands are completely covered with molding material but not touching the bottom or sides of the
 container.  Firmly hold your hands in the container for 1-2 minutes.  Test it by touching the top of the
 material with your finger.  The Molding should not stick to your finger, if it does hold hands in mold
 until it sets completely.  The bottom of the mold takes a little longer to set then the top.  So leave your
 hands in the mold another 20 seconds after you think the top has set completely.  Remove one hand at
 a time.  Slowly wiggling the hands from side to side (this will release the suction).  Be careful not to
 tear the mold.  Rinse your hands with water to remove any molding material.  Immediately move on to
 Step 2 and pour the plaster or the mold will dry out.
 Helpful Hints:
 -If you are wearing rings have the man remove his hand first.  This will give the woman more space to wiggle her
 ring free before removing her hand from the mold.
     continued on back

      Items Included: 
•1 bag of Make -A- Mold
•1 bag of Casting Plaster
•1 Molding Container
•1 Instructions

   Items Not Included: 
•Liquid glass measuring cup  •Sand paper
•Large plastic mixing spoon  •Protective sealant or paint
•Bowl for mixing casting plaster

Figure 1

VISIT US ON THE WEB!
www.thecastingkit.com

To reorder or for 
Questions or Comments 

call us at 
1-800-211-2741

   Wedding Hands


